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With the new editors have come some changes in the Revi~~v,SinCe
the Review is the official journal of the Philippine Sociological Society,
the editorsfolt that it should also help serve as a medium -of news about .:'
the Society and its members. Hence the new section "News and Notes" :
about the Society and the activities of its members, written by the President". .
· ,of the Society;: . '
: :-

For thei~,firstissue, the editors have chosen to return to fundamentals
with a symposium on the nature, scope and purpose of Sociology. Here
in the Philippines, where Sociology is a relatively new science, it is important for Sociologists to pause occasionally and examine not only their
methodology and approaches but also their assumptions about the nature
of the science, its purpose, and the emphasis placed on some of the disciplines Sociology embraces, It might be argued that this is backtracking
over familiar ground, that everyone agrees on the simple premises, that
everyone agrees on the simple premises, that: a symposium on this subject
w-iilbe oversimplification of what every Sociologist knows or should know
alrcady.perba;~,Bu.t no.one has.yet been hurt by a reviewofthe.fun-.
-damentals.':- Then it is also true that many of our foremost 'Sociologistsjn
· the Philippines' have debated with each other over differences in 'the· thodology, nature; scope,and purpose of Sociology as it has developed in
the Philippines. 'In ia country like ours, for instance, where industrial
development is last becoming not only a dream but a reality, lessemphasis .
has been placed on' sociological studies aimed at complementing our eco'nomic efforts than -is necessary. For all these reasons, and WIth no apologies
for what to some may seem oversimplifications, the editors present a sym.posium on the nature, scope and purpose of Sociology in the Philippines.
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Also in this issue,, the editors present an article on the Lo-on or Fu'migation CeremcDy m Leyteor Samar written bya .regular co.ntributor
tofue review, ~ Fr.· Richard Arens, S, V; D. Another pnest, Rev,
1'1': Arthur Weisa, S. j., reviews the latest book -on Sociology, "~ology and
Social Living".

Fr. Weiss is the editor of the Social Order Digest.
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A new set of editors take over. Arturo R. Tanco, Jr. has an M . Pt..
from Cornell University and presentlv teaches Sociology and Economics
at the Ateneo Graduate School. Associate Editor Angelita Yap recently
returned from the United States where she obtained her M. A. in Sociology at Catholic Universirv. She teaches at the Assumption Convent
and at Far Eastern University. Maria Teresa Colayco, another Associate
Editor, also teaches at the Assumption. She holds an M. A. from Fordham University, Our last Associate Editor. Meliton Salazar, is presently
Personnel Managerof Del Rosario Brothers. He is an A. B.graduate of
the Ateneo and has had wide experience with labor union work. All the
new editors' were' former Edi tors of their respective school publications,
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The subject matter of metasociology is not new. 1t has been discussed
a great deal as a systematic formulation, as a distinct body of principles
antecedent to -sociology. The term, "merasociology," was introd uced in sociological Iiterarureby Dr. Paul Hanly Furbey in his book, The Scope and
ft,1ethod of Sociology: A Metasociological 'Treatise;" The-author ho~ds the conviction that the subject matter of metasociology is of the utmost Iml,J0na?cl:
and .its .proper study is significant in the construct~on of any sociological
rystem,iri the study of sociology and its criticism, and in the methods that
.it employs, The differences between sociological systems .point back to
.nietaSociological considerations.
..
. It ~ postulated at the outset that sociology is a science: The assumption, thei'eTote., is that there exists for sociologyci-itel'iaof.scientiIic quality,
criteria: of relevance, and practical procedural rules of -the auxiliary science,
Merasociology, In turn, it presupposes. the logical structure and axiological
foundations of sociology. The logic of sociologydealswith -the postulates
·..of the science, its theorems and the interpretation of formal systems within
sociology. The other part of metasociology involves certain value judgments which are referred fa axiology for their justification. The construction ofa system of sociology necessitates the inclusion of certain metasociclogical value judgments; for instance, that sociology is valuable as a
form of knowledge (vital value), and that it is useful. as an aid to social
reform (useful value). Metasociological value judgments may fake the
form .of postulates, and also of decisions regarding various sociological
procedures,
•
The development of metasociology is implied in the history of sociology.
Sociologists presuppose, either explicitly or tacitly, certain methodological,
principles.<iP- their systems. Escepr.for George I und1~'&books, Faun.da-··
.uons .of 'Sociology; and Social Research, however,'no complete system of.
metaseciology as s'uch has been developed. Metasociology indirectly underwent formulation in the scientific discoveries of Greek speculation on me- :
thodology, .During the past century, beginning with Auguste Comte, sociologists concerned themselves with .the problem of scientific methodology. An
Iogists, Concerned themselves with the problem ofscientific methodology.
And their methodology implicitly express their philosophical frames of reference. Among these sociologists may be mentioned the Positivists who followed the Oomtean tradition; the Classical Systematists who sought to explain' society in terms of a simple concept, following the fashion of physical
laws which explained the phenomena of nature; the reactionists against
Positivism who proposed a methodology distinct from that of the physical
sciences; and the Neo-Positivists who retained the basic Comtean principles,
but in addition, supplemented these with a logic of science. Metasociology,
however, has marked a significant advance in methodology in the American
empirical movement, with its focus on objectivity. Thecontributions made
by each of these groups to met:asnciology may be judged in the light of the
1 New

York: Harper and Brothers, 1953.
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three field; of this auxiliarv science: criteria of scientific o <tali rv, criu-ri«
of relevance. and practical procedural rules of research.
An important mctasociolorrical issue is the problem 0; P(\~:,:.:He,. parucularly, of supra-empirical postulates. The question has beer' di~c~~se(;
with a great deal of disparity. The question docs .n~t refer ,.tc post~l::l;e~
drawn from the empirical sciences Whether or not It' IS expedient or userul
to include supra-empirical postulates depends .on the sociologist's gr~p. of
reality. While sociology may enjoy the autonomy of the purdy emp~r~cal
sciences, it is possible that this social science may turn to supra-empirical
postulates for the understanding of an empirical.reality L."1 all it~ aspects.
This summaryis not meant to oversimplify the' much involved science
of Metasociology. On the other hand, it is hoped that with this introductory remark, sociologists may be reminded "to pause awhile and reconsider
-their .metasociological assumptions. Such a ste~ 'n:ta-y le:,-d to clarity and
possible agreement, or at least, to an understanding, of differences.
.
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THE SCOPE AND FIELD OF SOCIOLOGY
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M. MECHTRA. UD

According to a general and a' very broad definition sociology is the
science of society, the science which treats of man's relations with his
fellow men. It studies human society, its customs and institutions and
their development at all times and at all places.
There are certain kev terms in this definition which in themselves
-delineate more precisclythe scope of this comparatively new science of
,sociology. There is, I.LrS1: of all, the statement made that sociology is a
science. As such it' should bear 'the Various characteristics of a science;
above
a theoreticalframework and a well defined methodology to gain
'empirical'evidence through' the-systematic gathering, compiling and comparing of actual .data,
' "
,"
'.
'
, . Another key:t~.~"in the '~ve giv~n definitio~ is "man" and in particular 'man's relations with his -fellowmen, but alwavs with the special'
" ,emphasis on that concept of man himself., Speaking iri. a general way, We "
'may aay thattoday'itis usually arid generally accepted that so-called "pure
Sociology" aims at , being ap6sitive science, that' men as, it only may
admit the inductive method of all scientific 'researCh. It seeks the under:'
standlng of social phenomena by observing, describingahd classifying actual
social facts and conditions.
',
,
In its purely inductive limitations it refrains carefully from all value
judgments and claims almost tenaciously that it is not a normative science
and hence is not at all concerned about values and norms. This explains
the [net that many sociologists today aremot at all anxious to provide
remedial means for the present maladjusted and chaotic social life. They
confine themselves to the classification of available material and to the
drawing of conclusions as to the processes involved, Checking and re-checking , them., This they believe will enable them to establish on the ibasis
ofthcir actual findings definite laws in order to make accurate predictions
~ncerning the futuresocial behavior .patterns of man. Many sociologists
today frown at all theory in the strict sense of the, wordj they 'call it
a~pnoristic and-hence too vague' arid too littlescientific to be applied. ,"
, At) we have 'said, one of the key Concepts in each definition of sociology
is "mari"-but man as he is in .reality, the religious, moral, social individual.
In theirendeavor-toguarantee the science character of sociology, pure
sociologistS, of today 'aim at the establishment of almost invariable laws,
as thcty exist in the so-Called exact, natural sciences. Yet, the statistical
fmdinga.:of the positive method, as it .is applied to sociological research,
,cannot many way Iead ito the establishment of laws as we have them
in the natural sciences. Many of the forces at work in social life can neither
be' dtt>D.sured nor predicted, for the simple reason that man is the main
agent in ,all social relationships, Man possesses free will, he is influenced
by mnny factors, and may act-quite contrary to the normal patterns of
humtm behavior. .The formulation of so-called social laws may easily
treat man as an automaton and, therefore, will not give a truepicture C>f
hum~nreality.
.
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